
Discover the Enchanting Tale of "Goldfish On
Vacation" by Sally Lloyd Jones

Have you ever wondered what it would be like if goldfish could go on vacation?
Dive into the captivating world of Sally Lloyd Jones' delightful picture book,
"Goldfish On Vacation," and experience a whimsical adventure that will transport
readers of all ages to a magical underwater realm.
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Immerse Yourself in the Underwater World

In this heartwarming tale, Sally Lloyd Jones introduces us to three beloved
goldfish - Clementine, Swimmy, and McFig - who spend their days swimming
blissfully in a small bowl inside a dingy apartment. Although content, the fish soon
find themselves longing for something more, yearning to explore the vast
unknown beyond their glass confines.
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With the arrival of summer, when their young owner goes on vacation,
Clementine, Swimmy, and McFig are temporarily relocated to a fish tank in the
window of Gil's Pet Shop. As they settle into their new home, the goldfish quickly
realize that they have the perfect vantage point to observe the vibrant street
scenes and the bustling city life.
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Jones' poetic narrative brings to life the emotions and deep curiosity of the
goldfish as they embark on this unexpected adventure. As they overcome their
initial fears and hesitations, the three fish become more and more enchanted by
the sights, sounds, and smells unfolding outside the pet shop window.

A Colorful Cast of Characters
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Throughout their vacation, Clementine, Swimmy, and McFig encounter a diverse
array of charming characters that inhabit their newfound world. From chatty
seagulls to curious cats, from street artists to street vendors, each encounter
leaves the goldfish breathless with wonder and excitement.

One particular highlight is their encounter with a wise old sea turtle named Archie,
who serves as their guide and imparts invaluable life lessons along the way.
Archie's wisdom and kind-hearted nature leave a lasting impact on our
adventurous trio, teaching them the importance of friendship, embracing change,
and appreciating the beauty of the world around them.

A Heartwarming Tale of Discovery and Friendship
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As the summer days pass and their owner's return nears, Clementine, Swimmy,
and McFig find themselves torn between their newfound freedom and the comfort
of their old life. With a touch of bittersweetness, the goldfish make a brave
decision that will change their lives forever.

Sally Lloyd Jones' ability to capture the innocence and curiosity of her characters
shines through her beautiful storytelling. "Goldfish On Vacation" is a touching
reminder to embrace new experiences, cherish friendships, and find the
extraordinary in the seemingly ordinary. Each turn of the page leaves readers
captivated by the wonder and adventure that can be found in unexpected places,
even in the mundane routines of everyday life.

About the Author, Sally Lloyd Jones

Sally Lloyd Jones is an accomplished author known for her captivating storytelling
and her ability to connect with readers of all ages. With numerous award-winning
books, including the renowned "The Jesus Storybook Bible," Jones has proven
her talents in creating enchanting tales that resonate with both children and
adults alike.

In "Goldfish On Vacation," she brings her poetic prose to life once again, inviting
readers to dive into a rich and imaginative underwater world. Her ability to infuse
her characters with depth and emotion allows readers to form a deep connection
with the goldfish, a testament to her remarkable storytelling abilities.

Embrace the Magic of "Goldfish On Vacation"

If you're searching for a book that will transport you to a world of wonder and
leave you with a warm heart, "Goldfish On Vacation" is a must-read. Sally Lloyd
Jones' enchanting tale, paired with stunning illustrations by Leo Espinosa, makes



for an unforgettable reading experience that will leave you longing for your own
underwater adventure.

So, dive in and join Clementine, Swimmy, and McFig as they embark on their
extraordinary vacation, navigating the ups and downs of newfound freedom,
encountering delightful characters, and discovering the true meaning of friendship
along the way. "Goldfish On Vacation" is a book that will leave you feeling
inspired, uplifted, and fully immersed in the magic that lies within the pages of a
captivating story.

Get your copy of "Goldfish On Vacation" today and let the adventure begin!
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From a New York Times bestselling author and a rising-star illustrator comes a
humorous tale based on an amazing-but-true story about the summer a city
fountain was used as a goldfish pond.
 
H, Little O, and Baby Em are stuck in the city for the summer with only their pet
goldfish—Barracuda, Patch, and Fiss—for company. It's looking like it might be a
pretty boring vacation, but one day, something exciting happens. Someone starts
fixing up the old fountain down the street—the one Grandpa says horses used to
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drink from before everyone had cars—and a sign appears: "Calling All Goldfish
Looking for a Summer Home." H, Little O, and Baby Em can't wait to send their
goldfish on vacation, and the fish, well, they seem pretty excited too. Based on
the true story of Hamilton Fountain in New York City, this charming tale of one
special summer will delight readers young and old. Author’s Note included.
 
Praise for How to Be a Baby . . . by Me, the Big Sister by Sally Lloyd-Jones:
"This book is adorable, original, well-illustrated and fabulous." —TheNew York
Times
 
Praise for Jackrabbit McCabe and the Electric Telegraph, illustrated by Leo
Espinosa:
"Espinosa creates colorful, dynamic images that burst from the page." —Booklist

An Invitation To Encounter Society Invisible
People
In today's fast-paced world, it is easy to overlook the presence of those
who are often invisible to our society. These individuals, often referred to
as "society invisible...

Lose Weight Diet Cookbook - The Ultimate
Guide to Shedding Pounds Safely and
Deliciously
Are you tired of trying various weight loss programs that promise
incredible results but leave you feeling unsatisfied and hungry? Look no
further! The...
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No More Fear of Flying
Air travel has become an integral part of our modern lifestyle, enabling us
to explore new destinations, connect with loved ones, and experience
different cultures....

The Fascinating Asymmetries In Visuospatial
Processing In Birds That Will Leave You
Amazed
When it comes to the wonders of the animal kingdom, birds have always
captured our attention with their remarkable abilities. Not only do they
possess the power of flight,...

Beauty And Diversity Come In All Shapes And
Sizes
In today's society, there is an increasing emphasis on embracing beauty
in all its forms. Gone are the days when a singular definition of beauty
dominated our perceptions....

Are You Ready For School?
It's that time of the year again! Summer is coming to an end, and the
back-to-school season is just around the corner. For many students and
parents, this can be an...
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Pearls Freaks The Out: The Ultimate Comedy
Channel for Laughing Non-stop
Looking for an ultimate laughter therapy? Look no further than Pearls
Freaks The Out! This sensational comedy channel on YouTube has taken
the internet by storm with its...

The Looming Threat To Humanity And How To
Stop It
As advancements in technology continue to shape the world we live in,
there exists a growing concern about the potential threats it poses to
humanity....
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